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•
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SUMMARY
A study of operational parameters affecting helicopter fuel consumption is
pre sented with an introduction to the Helicopter Sizing and Performance Computer
Program (HESCOMP). HESCOMP, developed by the Boeing-Vertol Company and NASA
Ames Research Center, is a deal purpose program designed to size a helicopter
to a specific mission or compute performance of a given helicopter for a given
mission. The study of fuel consumption is an integral part of the NASA Civil
Helicopter Technology Program. it is presented here to serve as both a source
of information regarding significant operational considerations in helicopter
fuel utilization and as o sample case in the use of HESCOMP. Range, cruise
speed, altitude, descent profiles, extended taxi time, and aircraft weight were
parameters examined in the study. The scope of values was determined by the
anticipated flight environment in short-hatil civil helicopter passenger
operations.
The results are presented for two aircraft gross weight conditions of
15,422 kg (34,000 lb) and 17,236 (38,000 lb) for the NASA CH-53 Civil Helicopter
Research Aircraft. Plots from which o;)timum flight conditions for minimum fuel
use can be obtained are presented for this aircraft and are felt to be generally




Since the inception of commercial helico pter operation, its uses have been
restricted to applications vrhere the helico p ter's unique capabilities made it
the only viable candidate. Increasingly, however, helicopter use is expanding
into head-to-head competition with established methods in a wide variety of
fields. This is particularly true in the field of short-haul passenger and
freight transportation, where the he l icopter has many significant advantages.
As fuel costs have escalated, helicopter fuel consumption has become a serious
drawback in its competitiveness. It is therefore important to study techniques
for reducing fuel consumption of not only future helicopters but also of
cirrent helicopters. This topic is well documented in the study reported in
reference 1.
This report concerns helicopter fuel consumption parameters as analyzed by
the Helicopter Sizing and Performance Computer Program (HESCOMP) for the NASA
Civil Helicopter Technology Program. HESCOMP is utilized in this study to
establish the most fuel-efficient mission conditions for the CH-53 helicopter,
which is the primary flight vehicle of the NASA Civil Relicopter Technology
Program. Hence, all values contained herein are given for the CH-53 Civil
Helicopter Research Aircraft and a heavier version of the CH-53; however, the
data should he indicative of fuel use trends for other helicopters.
The purpose of this report is to examine the cause and effect relationship
between mission profiles and fuel consumption trends. Operating parameter
such as speed and altitude and their effects on fuel use are examined in the
study. Improvements in helicopter design, that is, reduced parasite and
induced drag, engine improvements, etc., are not considered in this report.
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An extensive study of these parameters it presented in reference 2. A brief
overview of HESCOMP is discussed to provide insi g ht into the requirements and
capabilities of the program.
Detailed i nstructions for HESCOMP are located in the HESCOMP User's
Manual (ret. 3). References 4 and 5 co^^ain comprehensive descriptions of the
CH-53. Appendix A is a general description of the CH-53 research aircraft.
Appendix B is a -,ample computer output of HESCOMP as used in this study.




- specific fuel consumption
HESCOMP Output. Terminology
Alpha D /L	 - angle of total thrust
BHP	 - total power required
CT	 - main rotor thrust coefficient
CT/Sigma
	
- CT/main rotor solidity
CT Prime/Sigma
	
- main rotor cruise lift coefficient/main rotor
solidity
FM	 - main rotor overall hover figure of merit
Gamma	 - flightpath angle in degrees
Mu	 - main rotor advance rati,
(t1MPP)	 - specific range in nautical miles per pound
P	 ,Primary	 (	 - power (or thrust) required
T	 Engine Code`
	
- turbine temperature (engine rating)











maximum for 10-minute continuous operation
maximum for 30-minute continuous operation
rats, of climb in feet per minute




The computer program, HESCOMP (Helicopter Sizing and Performance Program),
developed by the Boeing-Vertol Company and NASA Ames Research Center, is
written in FORTRAN IV and is set up for a CDC 6000 series computer. The
computer core storage requirement is 120,0008 locations, and tho computer
running time of a typical mission is 1.3 central processing (CP) seconds. The
program operates in English units.
The program has the capability for two independent applications. It may
be used for sizing a helicopter where the type of aircraft and mission p,-•`
are specified or, as utilized in this study, for mission calculations for
particular aircraft where sizing details are knnwn.
The input data to the pro g ram can be grouped into four basic categories:
Category I _ General Information: Includes all primary indicators,
mission initial conditions, and constraints.
Category II___ Aircraft Characteristics: Includes dimensional, propulsion,
aerodynamics, and weight information.
Category _III - Engine_^cle Information: Includes tables of referred
horsepower, referred fuel flow, and gas generator RPM.
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Category IV - Mission Profile Information: Includes details for each
segment of a mission. The various segments are (1) taxi, (2) takeoff, hover,
and landing, (3) climb, (4) cruise, (5) descent, (6) loiter, and (7) change of
weight or transfer of altitude.
The output data from the program consist of a detailed analysis of each
segment of the mission. A sample output is included in appendix B.
PARAMETRIC STUDY VARTABLES
The variables selected for investigation in this study are: range,
cruise speed, cruise altitude, rate of descent, descent profiles, number of
landings per mission, delayed ground time (taxi time), and aircraft weight.
The primary investigative approach taken was to compile a matrix of altitude
and cruise speeds at three distinct ranges. These three elements were studied
in-depth as it was anticipated that these would comprise the bulk of fuel
usage and possible fuel savings. Separate data decks were composed for the
descent profile and multiple stop missions. The remaining variables were
alternately entered into a standardized data deck so that their individual
effects could be observed. The standardized deck, listed in appendix A, is a
representative case drawn from the matrix previously mentioned.
The three principal parameters are varied as follows: altitudes from
609.6 m (2000 ft) to 2438.4 m (8000 ft) in 609.6-m (2000-ft) intervals; cruise
speeds as -"own in table I; and ranges of 185.2 km (100 n.mi.), 277.8 km
ft	 (150 n.mi.), and 370.4 km (200 n.mi.). These values are representative of a
commercial helicopter flight envelope.
5
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TABLE I. - INVESTIGATED CRUISE_ SPEEDS
km/hr knots km/hr	 y knots
12.9 6 7n 222.2 120
148.1 so 240.7* 130










* Emphasis placec on these values.
The remaining parameters are varied as follows: descent rates of
152.4 in/min (500 ft/min), 213.3 m/min (700 ft/min), 304.8 m/min (1000 ft/min),
and 426.7 m/min (1400 ft/min). Mission and descent profiles utilized are shown
in figure 1.
The variations in delayed ground time investiqated during the study are
shown in table II. The delayed ground time is in addition to two 10-minute



















Aircraft weight inputs correspond to the 15.422.1-kg (34,000-1b) research
aircraft and a 17,236.5-kg (38,000-1b) proposed passenger version of the CH-53.
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Presentation of Result-
The results of the study are presented in tahles, cross plots, and carpet
plots of the variables investigated in the program. Figure 2 presents the
calculated power required curve for all of the flight conditions investigated.
The values for required power correspond to the initial cruise condition value.
These values were selected such that the results are independent of any
appreciable fuel consumption.
Figures 3 and 4 present the basic trends of fuel consumption versus cruise
speed for 185.2-km (100-n.mi.), 2.77.8-km X150-n.mi ), and 370.4-km (200•-n.mi.)
ranges at an aircraft gross wei , 7ht of 15,422.1 kg (34,000 lb) and 17,236.5 kg
(38,000 lb), respectively. Each of the presented data curves contains that
value for maximum range per pound of fuel as calculated by HESCOMP. The
comprehensive investigation of the 2.77.8-km (150-n.mi.) rase presented in
figure 3 allowed for the reduction of computation for remaining missions.
Figures 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c) present carpet plots of fuel used for each
of the primary variables - mission time, cruise speed, and cruise altitude -
for ranges of 185.2 kri (100 n.mi.), 277.8 km (150 n.mi.), and 370.4 km
(200 n.mi.) at a takeoff weight of 15,422.1 kg (34,000 lb). Figures 6(a),
6(b), and 6(c) represent corresponding carpet plots for a 17,236.5-kg
(38,000-1b) gross weight. Figures 7 and 8 are summary plots showing the
relationships of the variables for the three range conditions for the
15,422.1-kg (34,000-1b) and 17,236.5-kg (38,000-1b) aircraft, respectively.
Figure 9 presents the fuel required as a function of ground delay tine for the
7
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185.2-km (100-n.mi.) case. Tables III through VI present the fuel required for
the various mission profiles flown.
All values of fuel consumption in this report include 172 A kq (390 lb)
of reserve fuel, except tables V and VI.
Disr-,ssion of Results
Figure 2 illustrates the Calculated power required curve versus cruise
speed for the 15,42.2.1-kg (34,000- 1h) and 17,236.5 -kq (38,000-1b) aircraft.
Maximum power available with the engines powering the CH-53 is 2.9455 x 10 6 W
(3950 hp). The graph indicates that, for 15,422.1 kq (34,000 lb) and
203.7 km/hr (110 knots), at higher altitude less power is required. As the
speed increases, the power required at an altitude begins to increase such that
the minimum power required centers around 1219.2 m (4000 ft) and the maximum
power required corresponds to 2438.4 in (8000 ft). This trend is such that with
the heavier aircraft there is a 3.73 x 10 5
 W (500 hp) increase in power, while
with the lighter aircraft the incrt^, se is only 7.76 x 104 W (100 hp).
Figures 5(a), 5(b), 5(c), 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c) are carpet plots of fuel
used versus mission time, incorporatirq altitude, speed, and range. These
graphs allow for the optimization of t •adeoffs between mission time and mission
fuel, important factors in commercial helicopter aviation. For any stagelenqth
with the 15,422.1-kg (34,000-11)) gross weight aircraft, the flight conditions
yielding the highest fuel use and flight time are an altitude of 609.6 m
(2000 ft) and a cruise speed of 203.7 km/hr (110 knots). For the 17,236.5-kg
(38,000-1b) gross wc';•t aircraft, the flight conditions yielding the highest
fuel use are 277.8 km/hr (150 knot:) at 2438.4 m (8000 ft). Flight conditions
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yielding the highest mission time are 2438.4 m (8Mo ft) and 203.7 km/hr
(110 knots). Figure 7 illustrates the relative positions of figures 5(a),
5(b), and 5(c); figure 8 illustrates the relative positions of figures 6(a),
6(b), and 6(c). Figures. 7 and 8 show that the greater the missiot; range the
more significant are the fuel savings achievable by the methods contained if)
this study. Figures 7 and 8 also highlight the linear relationship which
exists among the five parameters - (1) NO used, (2) fliqht time, (3) cruise
speed, (4) altitude, and (5) range. The linearity can be utilized in
projecting Fuel consumption at other than the specified ranges.
In figure 8, it is obvious that at 15r, knots the trend of better fuel
economy at altitude is reversed. This can be attributed to the substantial
increase in horsepower required between 609.5 m and 2438.4 m (2000 ft and
8000 ft). (See fig. 2.) At lower airspeeds and lower gross weight conditions,
the greater horsepower requirements at higher altitudes are overcome by a
substantial decrease in specific fuel consumption (sfc). At 277.8 km/hr
(150 knots), the horsepower requirement becomes the dominant factor and, hence,
the reversing trend.
The slopes of the curves in figures 7 and 8 increase as the range
increases, indicating that the greater the range the more critical the cruise
speed. The bucket shaped curves result from high sfc values at low airspeeds,
large power required values (BHP) at high airspeeds, and relatively moderate
values of sfc and BHP at the intermediate airspeed values. Table III is a
related investigation concern 4 ng the effect of flying at 152.4 m (500 ft)
versus 609.6 m (2000 ft) over 145.2 km (100 n.mi.).
The largest decrease in fuel utilization for the 17,2.36.5-kg (38,000-1b)
aircraft configuration achieved in this study was 9 percent. This result was
9
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obtained at 1828.8 m (6000 ft), 240.8 km/hr (130 knots) as opposed to 609.6 m
(2000 ft), 203.7 km/hr (110 knots). The primary results of this study -
significant fuel savings and time loss - are presented in tables VII through X.
Figure 9 is a graph of fuel versus ground delay time. The values of
ground delay are in two groups. The first is with the indicated elapse d time
prior to flight; the other is with the indicated time split evinly before and
after flight. These delays are in addition to a standard 10-minute taxi before
and after flight. Over a 185.2-km (10f;-n.m,.) mission, a 20-minute delay
(10 minutes before and 10 minutes after flight) caused approximately a
9-percent increase in fuel consumed. By plac,inq the delay time prior to
flight rather than splitting it around the flight, a 7-percent increase in fuel
consumed is noted over a nondelayed flight.
Table IV c^ntains information gathered from multilanding missions. The
variations of this table are landing locations, taxi time, and altitude. The
following are the percentage increases for a triple stop mission versus a
nonstop mission of 310.4 km (200 n.mi.): 609.6-m (2000-ft) altitude -
21.2-percent increase; 1219.2-m (4000-ft) altitude - 22-5-percent increase;
1828.8-m (6000-ft) altitude - 7.3.8-percent increase. Of the triple stop
missions with landings at 92.6 km (50 n.mi.), 231.5 km (125 n.mi.), and
370.4 km (200 n.mi.), the fuel cpnsumption at 1828.8 m (6000 ft) was the most
conservat.ive. The triple stop missions at 1219.2 m (4000 ft) and 6C9.6 in
(2000 ft) consumed 1.6 percent and 3.8 percent more fuel, respectively, than
the 1828.8-m (6000-ft) case. For the triple stop mission, the one with
le ,dings at 18.5, 333.3, and '370.4 km (10, 180, and 200 n.mi.) was the most
fuel conservative. This is a projection of a typical intercity helicopter
mission that originates in a downtown area, stops at a nearby urban area
10
airport. cruises to the destination area's urban airport, and then terminates
in the downtown area.
Possible gains by alternating the rate of descent, wore tested; the results
a.-e shown in table V. Forty seconds and one pound of fuel are gained by
de,cendir.g at 304.8 m/rain (1000 ft/min) in place of 213.3 in/min (700 ft/min).
There is a 1.2-percent increase in fuel consumed and a 58-second increase in
flight time by descending at 152.4 m/min (500 ft/ruin) versus 213.3 m/min
(700 ft/min). In view of such minimal advantages in the more rapid descents,
passenger comfort would likely be the qualifying factor in this aspect of
operations.
Table VI concerns the descent paths and their influence on fuel
consumption. The descent 1 , : studied were the standard constant and a
staggered rate wherein descents were made to 60.9 m (200 ft), level flight for
1.8 km (1 n.rni.), and a rapid rate of descent to landing. The staggered
descent has an initial rate of descent of 152.4 m/min (500 ft/min) at
240.7 krn/hr (130 knots) with a second descent at 124.6 km/hr (70 knots). The
staggered des , 2nt consumes 0.2 percent (5 lb) more fuel with a time savings of
0.7 p ercent (43 sec).
CONCLUSIONS
HESCOMP has been successfully used in an analytical parametric study of
helicopter fuel consumption. As was anticipated, range, altitude, and cruise
speed 4ere the prime factors in fuel consumption. Given a range and speed,
the following are in order of decreasing significance: altitude, number of
en route landings, delayed ground time, aircraft weight, descent rate, and
descent profile (dual sloped descent). The `ffect of descent rate and descent
profile was so slight that passenger acceptance and/or operating conditions
would likely be ti,? determining factor. For missions -Here mission time is
not a critical item, substantial benefits of up to 10 percent in fuel use can
Le gained b y foying at a somewhat, reduced speed and hinher altitude.
Other factors to be considered are the air traffic control environme,it
and the impact of helicopters noerating at 6000 to 8000 ft, and consideration
of the effect decreased speed has on proluctivity and operating costs. If
fuel prices continue to escalate, the fuel cost ma y oFfset the effect of
decreased speed on operating costs. NF_SCOMP contains one drawback for a study
such as this. inuring the ascent aspec t, of the mission, rate of climb is not a
control variable. Only by power settings, of which HESCOMP has only three,
can the rate of climb be varied. Thus, one potential fuel consumption factor
cannot be studied in-depth by this program. W- , h this exception, the program
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Empty weight 11575.0 kg 25525.0 lb
Gross weight 16329.3 kq 36000.0 lb
Overall	 length 17.2 m 56.46	 ft
Overall	 height 5.1 n 16.63	 ft
Overall width 4.7 m 15.50	 ft.
Cabin volume 52.2 m 3 1843.0 ft 
Tail	 rotor radius 2.4 m 8.0 ft
Number of blades 4 4
Blade chord 0.4 m 1.28	 ft
Main rotor station 8.5 m 336.40	 in.
Waterline 6.5 m 257.0	 in.
Radius 11.0 m 36.0 ft
Number of blades 6 6
Blade chord 0.7 m 2.16	 ft
Shaft	 tilt	 long 8.7 X	 10 ` R 50
Shaft
	
tilt	 lateral 0 00
Disc	 loading 394.0 N/m2 8.23	 lb/ft2
Engine horsepower 2.9455 X 106 W 3950.0 hp/engine
Maximum cruise speed 314.8 km/hr 170.0 knots
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APPENDIX C
MISSION PROFILE INFORMATION
The following is a listing of the mission profile information input of a














Power setting - normal
Forward speed - constant TAS
Value
	
- 166.7 km/hr (90 knots)












240.8 km/hr (130 knots)
2.77.8 km (150 n.mi.)
46300 in (25 n.mi.)
Atmosphere	 - standard
Power setting - normal
R/D	 - 213.4 m/min (700 ft/min)
18
1 ^	 1
Forward speed	 - constant TAS
Value
	
- 175.9 km/hr (95 knots)
Terminating range - 277.8 km (150 n.mi.)
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CRUISE SPEED
Figure 2.- Total power required during level flight for 15,422
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CkUISE SPEED
Figure 3.- Fuel usage curves with respect to cruise speeds f;r
15,422 kg (34,000 lb) gross weight.
RANGE
18b.2	 kni 211.b km 370.4 km
^ i 609.6 m (2000 ft) 0 100 n.miles O 150 n.miles Q 200 n.miles
1219.1 m 4 0 100 n.miles QQ 150 n.miles C 200 n.miles
1828.2 m 6000 ft Q 100 n.miles Q 150 n.miles 0 200 n.miles
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Figure 4.- Fuel usage curves with respect to cruise speeds for
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Mission Time (min)
(d) Carpet plot of	 1 used during 185.2 km (100 n.mi.)
mission at gross weight of 15,422 kg (34,OJO lb).
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(b) Carpet plot of fuel used during 277.8 kin (150 n.mi.)






























(c) Carpet plot of fuel used during 370.4 km (200 n.mi.)
mission at gross weight of 15,422 kg (34,000 lb).
Figure 5.- Concluded.
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Mission Time (min)
(a) Carpet clot of fuel used during, 185.2 km (100 n.mi.)
mission at gross weight of 17,236 kg (38,000 lb).
Figure 6.- Plots of mission time versus fuel used
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(b) Carpet plot of fuel used during 277.8 km (150 n.mi.)
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Figure 9.- Effect of taxi delays on Fuel consumption.
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